Celebrating its 60th anniversary: HYMER launches anniversary models of the ML model range

Bad Waldsee, 13 January 2017 – The 60th anniversary of Hymer GmbH & Co. KG will kick off at the international exhibition for Caravanning, Motoring and Tourism CMT 2017. Especially for this occasion, the Swabian premium manufacturer will be presenting two new models of the successful motorhome ranges ML-T and ML-I. With a mass in running order of under 3.5 tons, the redesigned interior of the “60 Edition” impresses with its finesse and new standards in interior design.

To celebrate 60 years of company history, which began in 1957 with the construction of the original “Troll” in the Swabian town of Bad Waldsee, HYMER is kicking off its anniversary year of 2017 with two new ML-T and ML-I 570 “60 Edition” models. You can tell that these are truly special motorhomes both by the striking “60 Edition” logo and the new exterior design. Compared to the existing model range, a few intricate details have been altered here: The cab of the semi-integrated HYMER ML-T is offered in metallic graphite grey. The new design graphics as well as the front spoiler and alcove painted in the colour of the chassis create a harmonious link between the cab and the body. Both of the Edition models are also available in Crystal Silver.

“To mark the company’s anniversary this year, in our ML-T and ML-I premium model ranges we are presenting a new layout with single beds that is well under seven metres and the 3.5-ton limit. At the same time, we want to use this to give our customers a sneak preview of the future generation of vehicles,” explains Bernhard Kibler, Managing Director of Hymer GmbH & Co. KG. “Aside from the large twin beds, a spacious rear garage and a refrigerator with a capacity of 142 litres, the new layout also offers a cosy L-shaped seating area and equipment that is ready to hit the road,” says Kibler.

Special attention has also been paid to a harmonious design with a high-quality appearance in the completely redesigned interior. The interior gleams in the fresh walnut finish, whilst the new furniture concept features round shapes and the combination of high-quality materials. The bicolour overhead lockers are particularly striking with their glossy, bright secondary colour and fine chrome beading, which underlines the elegant style of the furniture finish.

These vehicles are not just a highlight visually, but numerous ingenious solutions also make them impressive in terms of function and technology. A special anti-fingerprint laminate on the table in the living area and the kitchen counter ensures that surfaces remain clean for a long time. The acrylic glass cover in the kitchen also
guarantees easy cleaning, while the kitchen counter extension that can also be fold-ed out creates extra work and storage space. Another head-turner in the living area is without doubt the 32" LED TV with integrated DVD drive included in the Edition package, which now gives you that home cinema feeling on the move as well. With the HYMER Smart Multimedia System, the Oyster 85 Digital Vision satellite antena, as well as the double DIN 2-zone navigation system including DVD player and reversing camera, both of the Edition models provide you with all the equipment you need. Also included in the equipment package is the new HYMER SMART Control. This makes it really easy to check the water level and battery charge status using the navigation system’s control panel.

When it comes to lightweight construction, HYMER has been the industry leader for years. The latest lightweight design concepts have therefore also found their way into the anniversary models. The innovative Woodwelding® method uses ultrasound to join together the self-supporting furniture safely and securely. Combined with the PUAL technology patented by HYMER, a robust and torsion-resistant body is creat-ed, which also boasts the best insulation values across the industry, thus making the vehicle winter-proof.

It is no accident that the body of the new layout is built on a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter chassis: a Mercedes Transporter was the basis for the first Hymermobil back in 1971. For the anniversary model, HYMER is therefore still relying on the chassis made by Mercedes-Benz with a 316 CDI, 120 KW/163 hp Euro VI engine. The edition package also includes Tempmatic air conditioning, a multi-functional steering wheel with trip co-mputer, as well as cruise control. Both models are optionally available with four-wheel drive.

The anniversary models will be presented for the first time at CMT 2017 in Stuttgart.

The HYMER ML-T 570 “60 Edition”:
Total package: €27,200.00
Basic price: €66,990.00
PRESS RELEASE

Offer price incl. anniversary package: €84,990.00
Saving: €9,200.00

The Hymermobil ML-I 570 “60 Edition”:
Total package: €23,975.00
Basic price: €79,990
Offer price incl. anniversary package: €94,990.00
Saving: €8,975.00

For more information, visit www.hymer.com

You will find a wide range of press releases and high resolution images here.
HYMER on Facebook: www.facebook.com/hymer.reisen.im.original

About HYMER

Since its foundation in 1957, HYMER has been a household name in premium motorhomes and caravans “Made in Germany”. The company is not only notable for its long tradition and passion for motorhoming, but is also the European market leader in the premium sector thanks to its superlative quality and consistent record of pioneering achievements. Hymer GmbH & Co. KG markets its products under the four brands of HYMER Motorhomes, ERIBA Caravans, HYMERCAR Compact Vans and HYMER Original Parts & Accessories. In total, the company employs around 1,400 people at its headquarters in Bad Waldsee.